Shock signals and the development of stress-induced analgesia.
We report five experiments in which we investigated the effects of "feedback signals" on the pattern of hypoalgesia produced by inescapable shocks. A 5-s lights-out stimulus coincident with shock termination had no effect on the naltrexone-insensitive (nonopioid) hypoalgesia, which occurred after 10 inescapable shocks, but completely blocked the naltrexone-sensitive (opioid) hypoalgesia, which followed 100 inescapable shocks. The stimulus prevented the development of the opioid hypoalgesia rather than merely masking its measurement. This effect did not depend on the use of lights-out as the stimulus but did depend on the temporal relation between the stimulus and shock. Stimuli immediately preceding or simultaneous with shock had no effect. Surprisingly, stimuli randomly related to shock also blocked the opioid hypoalgesia. Simultaneous measurement of both hypoalgesia and fear conditioned to contextual cues revealed that the level of fear did not predict the blockade of hypoalgesia. Different backward groups received different temporal gaps between shock termination and the signal. An interval between 2.5 s and 7.5 s eliminated the effect of the signal on fear, but 12.5-17.5 s were required to eliminate the effect of the signal on hypoalgesia. The opioid hypoalgesia blocking power of the random stimulus was entirely attributable to those stimuli occurring within 15 s of the termination of the preceding shock. The implications of these results for the explanation of stimulus feedback effects and for stress-induced analgesia are discussed.